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1. INTRODUCTION 
The importance of a search for suitable codes for communication theory 
is well known. For this purpose, in [2] we proposed using fuzzy semigroup 
theory [4, 81. Namely, the free, pure, very pure, left unitary, right unitary, 
and unitary fuzzy subsemigroups of a free semigroup are detined. To every 
one of such fuzzy subsemigroups a family of subsemigroups with the same 
name and therefore a family of codes is associated. In [3] we show some 
relationships between these concepts and fuzzy logic. 
In this paper we give some general methods for constructing the above- 
mentioned fuzzy subsemigroups. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let B be a set and B+ the free semigroup with set generator B. A code is 
a basis C of a free subsemigroup S of B + Since C = S - S*, the search for a 
code is, in a sense, equivalent to the search for the corresponding sub- 
semigroups. Moreover, the codes determined by pure, very pure, left 
unitary, right unitary, and unitary subsemigroups [7, 1, 61 are particularly 
useful. 
If L( A ) is a semilattice, then the direct power LB+ is a semilattice whose 
elements are named fuzzy subsets or L-subsets of B+ [3, 111. In L and LB+ 
the order relation and the infimum and supremum operators are defined as 
usual. 
Relative to the semilattice LB+ we shall prefer the expressions inclusion, 
intersection, and union, respectively. 
An L-subset g of B+ is an L-subsemigroup or fuzzy subsemigroup of B+ 
if, for any u E L, the u-cut C; = {x E B+/g(x) > U} is a subsemigroup of B+. 
*This work has been performed as a part of a National Research Project supported by 
M.P.I. (40%, 1983). 
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One proves [8] that g is a fuzzy subsemigroup if and only if, for any 
x, DEB+ 
dXY) 2&) * g(Y)* (1) 
Fuzzy subset and fuzzy subsemigroup concepts generalize subset and 
subsemigroup concepts. Indeed, if L = (0, 1 } is the semilattice of two 
elements, then the L-subsets and the L-subsemigroups of B+ coincide with 
the characteristic functions of the subsets and the subsemigroups, respec- 
tively. 
We call free an L-subsemigroup whose cuts are free subsemigroups of 
B+. In the same manner one defines the pure, very pure, left unitary, right 
unitary, or unitary, L-subsemigroups of B+. If L = (0, 1 > such L-sub- 
semigroups coincide with the characteristic functions of the subsemigroups 
with the same name. 
Obviously, every method to construct, for example, a very pure 
L-subsemigroup g give a method to construct a family (C;), E L of very pure 
subsemigroups. 
In the sequel, by N and 2 we shall denote the set of natural and integer 
numbers, respectively. Moreover, if X and Y are two sets the rectangular 
band on Xx Y is the semigroup defined by setting (x, y) (x’, y’) = (x, y’) 
for every (x, y), (x’, y’) E Xx Y. 
3. FIRST RESULTS 
The following proposition shows that a very simple characterization of 
the above-defined subsemigroups exists. 
PROPOSITION 1. An L-subsemigroup g of B+ is free, pure, very pure, left 
unitary, right unitary, or unitary if and only if, for any x, y E B+ : 
(a) g(x) >g(yx) A g(v) A g(y) 
(b) g(x) = g(x”) for every n E N 
(cl g(x) >g(yx) A g(xY) 
(d) g(x) >g(yx) A g(y) 
63 g(x) 2 g(v) A g(y) 
(f) g(x) 2&x) A g(Y) and g(x) 2d-v) A g(y), respectively, 
Proof: Recall that, by Schiitzenberger’s condition [9], a subsemigroup 
S of B+ is free if and only if from yx E S, xy E S, and y E S it follows that 
XES for every x, yeB+. Then g is free if and only if: 
&dYX) 2 u, &dXY) 2 UT ‘&T(Y) 2 24 imply g(x) 2 u (2) 
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for every x, y E B’ and UE L. Now (2) follows from (a). Conversely (a) 
follows from (2) by setting u =g(yx) A g(xy) A g(y). In a similar manner 
one proves the remaining part of the proposition. 
The following proposition shows that, if L is A -complete, for every 
L-subset g of B+ we can associate the free (pure, very pure, left unitary, 
right unitary, or unitary) L-subsemigroup 2 generated by g, i.e., the inter- 
section of the free (pure, very pure, left unitary, right unitary, or unitary) 
L-subsemigroups containing g. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf L is a A -complete semilattice then the class of the 
free (pure, very pure, left unitary, right unitary, or unitary) L-subsemigroups 
ofB+ is closed with respect to finite and infinite intersections. 
Proof. Let (g,),,, be a family of free L-subsemigroups of B+. Then for 
any iEl, gj(xy)>gi(x) ~g,(y) and therefore Ait,gi(xy)>A\is,g/(x) A 
g,(Y)= CAieIgAx)l A [Ai,,g,b)l. This proves that A\it,g; is an 
L-subsemigroup. Moreover, by (a) of Proposition 1, A,, ,g;(x) >, 
A,,,kitYX) A iTi A g,(Y)] = [/b,gi(YX)l A [Ai,,&?,( A 
[l\i,,g,(y)]. This proves that Aie,gi is free. 
In the same manner one proceeds if every g, is pure, very pure, left 
unitary, right unitary, or unitary. 
In the case L = (0, 1 }, Proposition 2 ensures that the classes of free, 
pure, very pure, left unitary, right unitary, and unitary subsemigroups of 
B+ are closed with respect o finite or infinite intersections. This extends a 
result of Tilson for free subsemigroups [lo]. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF EXAMPLES BY CLOSURE SYSTEMS 
The following Proposition gives the first class of examples of fuzzy sub- 
semigroups of B+ . Recall that a closure system for a semigroup S is an 
n-complete class C of subsemigroups of S such that SE C. For any subset 
X of S we set [X] = fi {ZE C/Z2 A’}, if X is the finite set {a, ,..., a,,} then 
[X] is denoted also by [u, ,..., a,]. Every closure system C is a semilattice 
with respect o the join operation v defined by setting X v Y = [Xu Y] 
for every X, YE C. Note that the order relation associated to v is the dual 
of the ordinary inclusion. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let S be a semigroup, C a closure system for S, and 
g: B+ + S a homomorphism from B + to S. Then the function g’: B+ -+ C 
defined by setting, for any x E B+, 
g’(x) = lxx)1 (3) 
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is a fuzzy subsemigroup of B+ . If for every x, y E B + : 
(4 x E [Y-T XY, Y 1 
(b) XE [x”] for every ~GN 
(c) XE CY4 XYI 
(d) XE CYX, ~1 
(e) XE CXY, ~1 
(0 XE cYX, Yl c-7 CXY, VI 
then g’ is free, pure, very pure, left unitary, right unitary, or unitary, 
respectively. Moreover, C$ = g - ‘(X) for every X E C. 
Proof For any x, y E B+, g’(x, Y) = MXY)l = [g(x) dY)l c 
[g(x), g(y)1 = C&)1 v My)1 =g’b) v g’(y). This proves that g’ is a 
fuzzy subsemigroup. Moreover, g’ is free if and only if g’(x) G 
g’(.w) v g’bv) v g’(y), i.e., Cgb)l c My41 v Cs(xy)l v My)1 = 
[g( yx), g(xy), g(y)]. Then from (a) it follows that g’ is free. 
In the same manner one proves the remaining part of the proposition. 
Observe that if S is finite, then every cut of g’ is a recognizable sub- 
semigroup (see [6], Proposition 1.5). 
A first consequence of Proposition 3 is the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4. There exists an L-subsemigroup g of B+ such that 
(qud is the family of all free (pure, very pure, left unitary, right unitary, 
or unitary) subsemigroups of B+. 
Proof Let C be the class of all free (pure, very pure, left unitary, right 
unitary, or unitary) subsemigroups of B+. Then from Proposition 2 it 
follows that C is closed with respect finite and infinite intersections. Since 
B+ E C this proves that C is a closure system. Then the corollary follows 
from Proposition 3 by supposing S= B+ and that g is the identical 
function. 
Obviously, Corollary 4 is not useful to build, in an effective way, 
examples of desired subsemigroups of B+. Note also that, since every map 
from B to a semigroup S can be extended to a homomorphism from B+ to 
S, the only dilkulty in utilizing Proposition 3 is finding semigroups S with 
suitable closure systems. 
COROLLARY 5. Let S be a semigroup, C a class of subsemigroups of S, 
and c the closure system generated by C. Then if g: B+ + S is any 
homomorphism, the function g’, defined by Eq. (3), is a unitary fuzzy sub- 
semigroup of B +. 
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Proof: Every element X of C is equal to S or to an intersection of 
elements of C. Then, for every x, y E S, [yx, y] = S, or [yx, y] = 
n { X/XE C, yx E X, y E X}. In the first case it is obvious that x E [ yx, y]. In 
the second it suffices to observe that, for every XE C, from yx E X and y E X 
it follows that x = y - ’ yxe X. This proves that x E [yx, y]. In the same 
manner one proves that XE [xy, y]. 
A way to utilize Corollary 5 is to start from a group G and the class of 
all subgroups of G. Obviously it is convenient to examine groups whose 
lattice of subgroups is known. As an example, let S = Z/(m) be the additive 
group of residue classes modulo m and X the subgroup of S generated 
by the class [r],, rEZ. Then Cg= {b,... b,EB+/g(b,)+ ... +g(b,)= 
rs mod m for a suitable s E Z} gives an example of a unitary subsemigroup 
for any function g: B -+ Z and r, m E Z. Such a procedure can be 
generalized in the following way. 
Let A(., +) be a near field, i.e., assume that A( +) is a group, A( .) a 
semigroup, and that the right distribution of . with respect to + holds. 
Moreover, let C be the class of subgroups of A( + ) of type {x,/x E A }, 
where a is any element of A. Then from Corollary 5 it follows that 
{b,... b,E B+/g(b,)+ ... + g(b,) = xa for a suitable x E A } is an example of 
a unitary subsemigroup for any function g: B + A and a E A. 
If we want g’ to also be pure it suffices to suppose that the elements of C 
have an algebraic closure property. For example, we can assume that S is 
the multiplicative group of a field F and that C is the class of multiplicative 
groups of the algebraically closed subfield of F. Indeed in this case 
[x”] u {0} is an algebraically closed subfield of F and therefore XE [x”] 
for every XEF- (0) and nEN. 
Another way of obtaining pure fuzzy subsemigroups is to start from 
bands, i.e., idempotent semigroups. Indeed in this case condition (b) of 
Proposition 3 is commonly true. In particular, the hypothesis that S is a 
rectangular band is interesting. 
COROLLARY 6. Let S be u rectangular band, C a closure system for S, 
and g: B’ -+ S a homomorphism from B f to S. Then the function g’, defined 
by Eq. (3), is a very pure fuzzy subsemigroup of B+. 
Proof. Recall that xyyx = x for every x, y E S. It follows that 
x E [ yx, xy] and condition (c) of Proposition 3 hold. 
If X and Y are two sets and S is the rectangular band on Xx Y, then the 
subsemigroups of S are of type X’ x Y’ with x’ and Y’ subsets of X and Y, 
respectively. Moreover, denote by g, and g, as the two components of a 
pre-fixed function g: B + S. Then Corollary 6 ensures that the sets of type 
(b,... b,E B+/g,(b,)EX’ and g,(b,)E Y’} are examples of very pure sub- 
semigroups of B+ . 
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5. CONSTRUCTION OF EXAMPLES BY *-MORPHISMS 
A *-semilattice is an algebraic structure M(*, A ) such that M( A ) is a 
semilattice with zero element 0, M(*) is a semigroup, and for every U, u E M 
U*ll>UAV. (4) 
If S is a subsemigroup of B+, then a *-morphism from S to M is a map 
g: Bf + M such that g(xy) =g(x) * g(y) for every x, y E S and g(x) = 0 for 
every x E S. 
PROPOSITION 7. Every *-morphism g from a subsemigroup S of B+ to a 
*-semilattice M is a fuzzy subsemigroup of B+. Moreover, if for every 
U,VEM: 
(a) u>u*v~v*u~vandSisfree 
(b) un = u for every n E N and S is pure 
Cc) u 2 u * v A v * u and S is very pure 
(d) u~v*uAvandSisk?ftunitary 
(e) u 2 u * v A v and S is right unitary 
( f) u~vuu~vandu~u*v~vandSisunitary 
then g is free, pure, very pure, left unitary, right unitary, or unitary, respec- 
tively. 
Proof: If x, y E S then g(xy) =g(x) * g(y) 2g(x) A g(y). If x4 S or 
y $ S then g(x) A g(y) = 0 and (1) is proved. 
Assume (a), then from g(yx) =O, g(xy)=O, or g(y)=0 it follows 
that g( yx) A g(xy) A g(y) = 0 and condition (a) of Proposition 1 holds. 
If g(yx) # 0, g(xy) # 0, and g(y) # 0, then yx E S, xy E S, and y E S. It 
follows that x E S and g(x) 2 g(y) * g(x) A g(x) * g(y) A g(y) = 
dYX) A g(XY) A g(Y). 
If we assume condition (b), then from x4 S it follows that 24 S and 
therefore g(x) =g(x”) = 0. Moreover, from XE S it follows that g(x”) = 
(g(x))“=g(x) and this proves that g is pure. In the same manner one 
proves the remaining parts of the proposition. 
In general, in order to apply Proposition 7, we suppose S= B+. 
Moreover, since every function g: B + M is univocally extendible to a 
*-morphism, the only difficulty is to find suitable *-semilattices. If the 
cardinality of M is not large then a combinatorial approach to this 
question is possible. As an example, if M is a set of two elements then a 
semilattice structure in M is necessarily isomorphic to the semilattice 
{ 0, 1). Then we can set M = { 0, I}. Moreover, if we define the operation * 
in such a way that condition (4) holds, then necessarily 1 * 1 = 1. If we will 
409/128/2-5 
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also impose condition (a) of Proposition 7, then we arc forced to set 
0 * 1 = 0 or 1 * 0 = 0. Then in order to obtain free fuzzy subsemigroups, we 
have to examine the following cases: 
(1”) O* 1 =O, 1 *O= 1, 0 *O=O. In this case every *-morphism is 
very pure and right unitary. 
(2”) 0 * 1 = 0, 1 * 0 = 1, 0 * 0 = 1. The operation * is not associative. 
(3”) 0 * 1 = 0, 1 * 0 = 1, 0 * 0 = 0. Every *-morphism is very pure and 
unitary. 
(4”) 0 * 1 = 0, 1 * 0 = 0, 0 * 0 = 1. Every *-morphism is unitary. 
(5’) 0 * 1 = 1, 1 * 0 = 0, 0 * 0 = 0. Every *-morphism is very pure and 
left unitary. 
(6”) 0 * 1 = 1, 1 * 0 = 0, 0 * 0 = 1. The operation * is not associative. 
If, for instance, we turn our attention towards case 5”, then a 
*-morphism g obtains the very pure left unitary subsemigroup C,: = 
{h, . . . h, E B+/g(b,)... g(h,) = 1 }. It is easy to prove that the relative code C 
isB,uB,+xB,,whereB,={hEB/g(h)=O} and B,={h~B/g(b)=l}. 
Obviously, in general, the above combinatorial approach is not possible. 
In any case the search for suitable *-semilattices is simplified by some 
elementary considerations. For instance, from Proposition 7 it follows that, 
in order to obtain pure fuzzy subsemigroups, we are forced to assume that 
M(*) is a band. This suggest he following corollary. 
COROLLARY 8. Let L, and L, he two semilattices, L( A ) the direct 
product of L, and L,, and L( * ) the rectangular band defined on L, x L2. 
Then L(*, A ) is a *-semilattice and every *-morphism ,from B+ to L(*, A ) 
is a very pure fuzzy suhsemigroup. 
Proof. In order to prove (4), observe that for any (u, u’), (v, v’) E L, 
(u, u’) * (v, v’) = (u, v’) > (u A v, u’ A v’) = (u, u’) A (0, v’). Moreover, 
(u, u’) > (u A v, 24’ A v’) = (u, v’) A (v, u’) = (u, u’) * (v, v’) A (0, v’) * (24, u’), 
and condition (c) of Proposition 7 is proved. 
Other examples are obtained if L( v , A ) is any lattice, M( A ) = L( A ) 
and M(*) = M( v ) or M(*) = L( A ). In this case every *-morphism is a 
pure or very pure fuzzy subsemigroup, respectively. 
In the sequel B denotes the monoid B+ u { 1 } and, for every Y E B+, I(x) 
denotes the length of x. 
COROLLARY 9. Let S = { xp E Bf Jx E B* }, where p is a word whose right 
factors are not left factors. Moreover, let L be any lattice and L(*) the right 
zero semigroup on L. Then L(*, A ) is a *-semilattice and every *-morphism 
from S to L(*, A ) is a very pure left unitary fuzzy subsemigroup. 
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Proof For every u,v~L, v*u=u. Then, u~u*v~u=u*v~v*u 
and u 2 u A v = v * u A v. Moreover, S is very pure and left unitary. Indeed, 
assume that xy~ S and yx~ S, i.e., xy = ap and yx= bp for suitable 
a, b E B*. If by chance, x + S, then p is not a right divisor of x. Then from 
the equality yx= bp it follows that there exist y,, y, E B+ such that 
y= y, y2 and p = y,x. This proves that y, is a left factor of p and that 
1 (p) > l( yz). Then from xy = xy, y, = ap it follows that y, is also a right 
factor of p, a contradiction. This proves that S is very pure. In the same 
manner one proves that S is left unitary. 
In conclusion it suffices to utilize condition (c) and condition (d) of 
Proposition 7. 
Note that the fuzzy subsemigroup g of Corollary 9 is definable by 
starting with any function f from the code C = S - S* = {xp/x E B* and p 
does not occur in x} in a semilattice L. g can be precisely computed by 
setting g(x) = 0 if p is not a right factor of x and g(x) =f(c,,) if x = c, . . . c,, 
for suitable c1 ,..., c,, E C. 
Finally, a useful tool to construct new *-semilattices is the following 
obvious proposition. 
PROPOSITION 10. The class of *-semilattices (wemilattices verifving (a), 
(b), (c), (d), (e), or (f), respectively) is equational. 
This proposition enables us to construct the free *-semilattice of the 
desired type. Also, in order to obtain new suitable *-semilattices, we can 
utilize the direct products of the already constructed *-semilattices. 
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